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1. Introduction

Since Nagell’s proof (see [6]) that the positive integer solutions x, n to

the equation

nx 272 =+

are precisely ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),15,181,7,11,5,5,4,3,3,1, =nx  there has been

an enormous amount of research devoted to studying equations of similar
type. Some of the more notable contributions are those of Beukers [2, 3],
which is a beautiful application of Thue’s hypergeometric method, and
which has later been extended in [1] by Bauer and Bennett. More
recently by Bugeaud et al. [4] have used a powerful new lower bound for
linear forms in three logarithms, along with a combination of classical,
elementary, and substantially improved methods involving modular
curves to solve far-reaching generalizations of the original problem
considered by Nagell. In particular, they completely solve
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nyDx =+2

in integers x, y and ,3≥n  for all .1001 ≤≤ D

In a recent paper [5], Mollin uses the infrastructure and ideal theory
of quadratic fields in order to solve the particular equation

( )122 >=+ myDx m  (1)

for .1001 ≤≤ D  It is important to notice that the exponent of y, in

equation (1), is even. This fact considerably simplifies matters.

The purpose of this note is to show that equation (1) can be solved by
using the fact that D is a difference of squares. In particular, we will

provide a MAGMA program which will solve equation (1) for D up to any

reasonably large bound. We have performed a moderate computation
(about 30 minutes using two Opteron processors) to prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 1. For ,101 12≤≤ D  there are precisely 953123333 positive

integer solutions ( )mDyx ,,,  to equation (1).

We describe the algorithm we used, and the reader is welcome to
verify the statement of the theorem. Since there are so many solutions,
we forego listing them here. We mention also that one can increase the

bound of 1210  in Theorem 1 substantially with more computing time, or a

little effort to do this computation in a more efficient manner.

The method is a triple loop, with the outside loop having m range

from 2 to ( ),10log 12
2  the middle loop having y range from 2 to

( ) ,210 112 m  and in the inner loop, xyu m −=  ranges from 1 to .1012 my

The main task of the program is to test whether D, defined to be

( ) ( )xyxy mm +−  satisfies .101 12≤≤ D

In order to show that the algorithm is correct, we need to prove

bounds on the values m, y, x for positive integer solutions to equation (1).

We assume that the algorithm will determine all positive integer

solutions ( )Dmyx ,,,  to equation (1) with .1 BD ≤≤
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Lemma 1. In the above notation we have that

1. ( ),log1 2 Bm <<

2. ( ) ,21 1 mBY ≤<

3. .mm yBxy ≤−

Proof. Since ( ) ( )xyxyD mm +−=  and x is positive, we see that

,2 BDxyy mmm ≤≤+<≤  from which the first part follows. For the

second part, if ,1>− xym  then the result follows immediately from the

inequality ( ) ( ) ,Bxyxy mm ≤−+  whereas if ,1=− xym  then

,12 +=+ mm yxy  and so again the result follows from the inequality

( ) ( ) .Bxyxy mm ≤−+  For the last part of the lemma, assume that

,mm yBxy >−  then ( ) ( ) ( ) ,ByByxyxyD mmmm =>−+=  a

contradiction.

The MAGMA code we wrote is given below. We make no claim that
this computation has been optimized in any way. In fact, there is no
doubt that one could perform a much larger computation to solve

equation (1) for D up to a much larger bound than 1210 .

B := 1000000000000;

count := 0;

for m in [2..Truncate(Log(2,B))] do

for > for y in [2..Truncate((B/2) ∧  (1/m))] do

for|for > for u in [1..Truncate(B/ym)] do

for|for|for > if ((u ∗  (2 ∗  ym – u)) lt B) and ((ym) gt u)

then count := count + 1; else break; end if;

for|for|for > end for;

for|for > end for;

for > endfor;

> print(count);

953123333.
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